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Welcome
In a recent study, 41% of practising Christians said that a spiritual 
experience, or an experience of the love of Jesus, was a key 
influence in their coming to faith. 

That’s why we have a vision to see Hope Spaces – prayer spaces in 
community places – across the UK. We want to give thousands of 
people who don’t know Jesus a chance to experience his love and 
hope for themselves.

In 2020, 24-7 Prayer and HOPE Together invite you to unite, as 
local churches, to host a creative, public prayer space. 

This resource is designed to help you respond to that invitation.

Many people, who are not yet practising Christians, pray: some 
in a time of crisis, others when a major life event happens; 
some just to find a moment of peace in their busy lives, others 
to celebrate good news, and many when they are suffering loss 
or bereavement. Many people are looking for hope at different 
points in their lives. As the church we want to encourage as many 
people as possible to pray and we want to be there to help them 
to take a further step on their journey towards truly knowing  
God in Jesus Christ. We can pray for them, but more than that  
we can offer them an opportunity to try talking with the God of 
hope themselves. 

If you would love to mobilise the churches in your village, town 
or city to host a Hope Space, we’re here to help! We pray that 
your Hope Space is the beginning of your community’s next great 
adventure with God. 

The 24-7 Prayer & HOPE Together team 
hopespaces@24-7prayer.com

‘ May the God of hope 
fill you with all joy 
and peace as you trust 
in him, so that you 
may overflow with 
hope by the power of 
the Holy Spirit.’ 

Romans chapter 15 verse 13
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Timeline of a  
Hope Space
There’s no set amount of time needed to prepare a Hope Space. 
Below is a suggestion. We recommend planning ahead to give 
churches lots of notice. Preparations referenced below like 
forming a Hope Space Planning Team and decorating the space 
are explored later in this resource. 

3/4 months before 
• Start praying about your Hope Space

•   Communicate and share the vision with your church and other 
churches in your village/town/city.

•  Recruit a Hope Spaces Planning Team from the churches 
involved

• Decide on the start and end dates of your Hope Space

• Find a suitable venue for your Hope Space 

2 months before 
•  Spread the word among the local church communities you 

would like to have involved 

•  Mobilise prayer warriors and leaders to prepare the ground  
in prayer

•  Register your prayer space by emailing  
hopespaces@24-7prayer.com

•  Encourage people to read ‘Red Moon Rising’, ‘Dirty Glory’, and 
‘How to Pray’ by Pete Greig to stir a passion for prayer 

• Recruit a Hope Space decorating team

•  Encourage people to plan time to help pray in and host the 
Hope Space and recruit your Hosts Team

The month before 
•  Plan who will host the Hope Space at what time and continue 

to encourage people to sign up as Hosts

•  Identify and address the health and safety, or safeguarding 
needs of your Hope Space 

•  Teach on prayer and share stories from other Hope Spaces to 
encourage the churches involved (24-7prayer.com/hopespaces) 

•  Communicate how the week will work practically to those 
involved 

• Transform your space into a creative prayer room 

• Plan and host a launch event

1
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Finding a venue and 
choosing a time
Look for a public space
Move outside the comfort zone of a church 
building and look for a public place in which to 
host your Hope Space. Bring the experience of 
trying prayer to your community. 

If you’re unsure where to host a Hope Space 
then consider who you’d like to welcome into 
it? What communities or neighbourhoods are 
you serving? Where would they be likely to see 
it? Find a place for your Hope Space that is large 
enough for small groups to gather but not so 
big that one or two people feel lost. Consider 
a space that is not tucked away but has many 
passers-by who can engage easily.

Through the 24-7 Prayer movement, people 
have hosted prayer spaces in many public 
places including shop fronts, libraries, cafés, 
schools, work places, prisons and in pop up 
formats like tents, trucks and campervans. Look 
for somewhere visible, accessible, safe and 
welcoming.

If you decide to use a public space like a park, 
the beach or by a monument you may need to 
obtain written permission from the relevant 
authorities. 

If you’re interested in running a Hope-
themed prayer space in a school, visit 
PrayerSpacesInSchools.com for specific 
resources and advice.

How long will your Hope Space  
be open for?
There’s no set amount of time a Hope Space 
should run for. Depending on the size of your 
team and the community you’re hoping to 
engage you might want to run your Hope Space 
for a weekend, a week or more. 

Think carefully about when in 2020 you want  
to host your Hope Space. Choose a time in the 
year when:

•  The churches involved aren’t busy with  
other activities 

•  The community you want to engage are likely 
to be present

•   You could coordinate your Hope Space with 
another mission project or before an Alpha 
Course so you can offer a next step for those 
who try praying

Consider hosting your Hope Space as part of 
Thy Kingdom Come during Pentecost 2020 
(thykingdomcome.global). Thy Kingdom Come 
is a global wave of prayer initiated by the 
Archbishops of Canterbury and York that unites 
the church in praying for more people to come 
to know Jesus. A Hope Space would be a great 
way to put your prayers into action.
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Hosting a Hope Space
Hope Spaces are hospitable places where 
people can enter, take time to reflect and try 
talking with God using creative prayer stations. 
That is the heart of it all! For some, entering a 
church building or attending a service is a big 
step, but entering a Hope Space in a public place 
could be much easier. Who Hosts the Hope 
Space, and how they interact within it, is as 
important as how you decorate it.

Consider how your Hope Space  
will be used
It will be important to spend some time thinking 
about how best to use your Hope Space. Where 
it is (e.g. a school, an outdoor space, a shop 
front, etc.) might affect how you are able to use 
it. There may be restrictions depending on the 
location. Where there aren’t restrictions you 
might want to consider the rhythm of your Hope 
Space – Will it be open at certain times each 
day? Will you invite different community groups 
to visit the Hope Space at particular times? 
What number of people could you comfortably 
accommodate at once? 

There is no requirement to run a Hope Space 
through the night and day like a 24-7 Prayer 
Room (24-7prayer.com/prayerrooms). Choose 
the opening hours based on when the public are 
likely to see it, and the size of team you have to 
host it.

Hope Spaces Hosts
You might decide that your Planning Team will 
also be the Hosts of your Hope Space. Or you 
may want to appoint someone to gather and 
lead a separate Hosts Team. Ideally you will 
want at least two people present whenever the 
Hope Space is open to the public. If the space is 
open for long stretches of time, you might want 
to have a team large enough to rotate people in 
manageable shift patterns. 

Specifically, Hope Spaces Hosts should:

•  Be prayerful. Encourage your Hosts to be 
actively praying in the space and for the 
people they welcome into it. They don’t need 
to make their prayer obvious, or approach 
those they are praying for. Simply encourage 
them to pray a blessing over the people they 
meet. 

•  Be welcoming. Encourage your team to 
welcome people as they come in and offer to 
show them around the space if they look like 
they’d appreciate it. Help your HOST team to 
know what to say e.g. ‘Hello, my name is..., 
I’m part of the churches together in... Feel 
free to explore the space and try using the 
prayer stations. We’re here to help if you have 
any questions.’ Encourage your team to then 
step back to let people explore. There will 
likely be people coming in who have never 
prayed before. They might have questions. 
Some people will be grateful for space and 
quiet reflection. Others may want someone 
to guide them through the room. Top tips for 
training your team to be hospitable will be 
available at 24-7prayer.com/hopespaces from 
Autumn 2019.
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•  Be engaging. Think about where you position 
the team and what you ask them to do. It’s a 
good idea to have a specific Host by the door 
to welcome people. Other members of the 
team could be present in the room potentially 
using the prayer stations themselves but 
available to those who enter. If your Hope 
Space is on a high street or busy pedestrian 
area why not position some Hosts outside to 
hand out prayer cards and let surrounding 
businesses or homes know what’s happening? 
(More on prayer cards in the section on 
decorating your Hope Space!) 

•  Be actively present. Encourage Hosts to be 
aware of where they are standing or sitting. 
Is their posture welcoming? Are they blocking 
someone’s access to the room or a prayer 
station? Why not suggest that when the space 
is quiet, your Hosts actively engage in the 
prayer activities. That way onlookers will see 
people using the space and may feel more 
comfortable to enter.  

•  Be conscientious. Ask Hosts to make sure 
the room is tidy, welcoming and restocked 
– including refreshments and creative 
resources as needed. As necessary, re-set the 
prayer stations, so that everyone experiences 
them at their best. Ask your Hosts to make 
room for new guests. For example, when a 
Prayer Wall is full, or other activities are over-
loaded, encourage the team to move some 
or thin them out, so there’s always space for 
people’s prayers.

•   Be attentive. Encourage your Hosts to 
notice what’s working and what’s not. Maybe 
a prayer activity needs moving somewhere 
else? Maybe an explanation isn’t clear 
enough? Maybe that new prayer station you 
designed just isn’t working the way you’d 
imagined? Don’t hesitate to change things 
based on the Host Teams’ observations if you 
need to. Also encourage your Host Team to 
watch for trends. For example, if the Prayer 
Wall is full of prayers around a particular 
theme like loss, bereavement, anxiety or 
money pressures, are there services, courses 
or advice the churches in your area already 
provide that could help? If there are, you 
might want to make some information 
available by the prayer station so people can 
find out more. 

Further ideas for preparing your Host Team 
will be available at 24-7prayer.com/hopespaces 
from Autumn 2019.

3
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Mobilising your community 
to pray and get involved
Try these ideas to encourage your 
community to get involved

•  Pray Regularly Together – As churches in your 
community, pray regularly about your Hope 
Space in advance. It can be tempting to give 
most of your attention to the organisation 
and logistics, but don’t forget to pray for the 
people who will walk into your Hope Space 
to encounter the presence of God. Pray also 
for God to use this project to increase unity 
in your village/town/city. Organise prayer 
walks around the area the Hope Space will 
be in. You could also hold prayer meetings in 
a neutral space, or rotating around different 
churches in order to gather people from 
different streams and denominations. 

•  Share the vision – Regularly communicate 
the vision of Hope Spaces and how people 
can get involved – in church meetings, via 
newsletters, community boards or other 
appropriate methods of communication.

•  Get leaders involved – engage with those who 
lead in different ways in your community so 
they can also share the vision and encourage 
involvement with those they are leading. 

•  Teach and share stories about prayer – this is 
a great opportunity for people to grow in their 
love and understanding of prayer. Make use 
of the resources on 24-7prayer.com, share 
stories from prayer rooms around the world 
from the 24-7 blog, and encourage people 
to read ‘Red Moon Rising’ and ‘Dirty Glory’ by 
Pete Greig. 

•  Involve young people – depending on where 
your Hope Space is, this may be a great 
opportunity to involve young people in the 
vision and planning of your Hope Space. 
Invite them to bring their creativity, energy, 
and leadership to the week! 

•  Spread the word - use Social Media, local 
media and other forms of communication 
where appropriate to extend the invitation to 
explore the Hope Space. You might want to 
let neighbourhood groups, local businesses 
and services like the Police know what you 
will be doing both in advance and while the 
week is happening. Invite them to come and 
visit! Connect with local schools and youth 
organisations to see how you could best serve 
them with your Hope Space – there may be 
some groups who want to come together to 
experience the Hope Space and be facilitated 
while they are there. 

•  Use the HOPEprayer card as an invitation and 
go door to door around your local community. 
You could invite people to come to the Hope 
Space with their prayer card in the next few 
days or they could fill it out and you could 
take it with you on their behalf to the prayer 
space. Going door to door is a great way to 
meet people, and it’s a great opportunity to 
listen to people’s hopes and prayers.  
Help your team to have realistic expectations. 
Not everyone will be interested, some might 
even be hostile, but you are looking for the 
few who are searching, open and seeking. 
Always have a good debrief session with 
those who have visited homes door to door 
and pray for them and the contacts they have 
made. HOPEprayer cards are available to 
order from: hopetogether.org.uk/shop See 
the prayer activities section for a suggestion 
on how you display them in your Hope Space.
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Jesus said, ‘Ask and 
it will be given to 
you; seek and you 
will find; knock and 
the door will be 
opened to you.’

Matthew chapter 7 verse 7 
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Decorating a space to 
inspire prayer
Hope Space decorations can be as simple or as elaborate as you 
like. We are made in the image of a creative God who uses words, 
stories, pictures, music and so much more to speak. There are no 
rules; use your imagination to create a space that glorifies God, 
helps prayer and explores the theme of hope. 

If creativity isn’t your strength, commission someone else to 
design the Hope Space. Create an inviting atmosphere, keep it 
bold and simple. Think carefully about how your space could 
welcome those who aren’t Christians and help them to pray. Keep 
language simple. Make activities accessible. Assume that the 
people who visit the Hope Space have no prior knowledge of God, 
the Bible or even prayer.

Outside your Hope Space
If your Hope Space is in a visible location, have an engaging 
display or prayer activity outside. Be clear that this is a space for 
children and adults – anyone can enter. You might also want to 
think about posters you can put up in friendly stores/ restaurants/ 
places nearby. A number of resources including banners and 
signs for Hope Spaces are available to buy here: cpo.org.uk/hope
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Inside your Hope Space – a 
welcome area 
Create a welcome area providing a visual 
introduction to the Hope Space and its vision. 
On this wall you could display any practical 
instructions for the room. It’s also a good 
idea to have a feedback book for visitors, and 
refreshments for the Host Team. 

Prayer activities
Some people might come into your Hope Space 
and just sit in silence.  
For others, creative prayer activities can give 
focus and help those not used to praying. We 
think the best prayer activities are:

•  Simple. They can be described in two words 
and explained in two sentences.

•  Relevant. They start with people’s life and 
experiences, rather than a religious idea.

•  Interactive. They have something to do, as 
well as something to think about.

•  Inclusive. They welcome everyone, those 
of faith and no faith, those with different 
learning abilities and cultural backgrounds... 
everyone, equally.

•  Personal and corporate. They provide alone-
experiences and together-experiences.

•  Rooted. They are rooted into the life and 
sayings of Jesus, even if that isn’t obvious.

You could create your own Hope-themed prayer 
activities. If you do, remember to stimulate all 
the senses to engage people, especially children 
and young people. 

•  Sight: Use colour, inspiring images and text. 
Dedicate an entire wall for painting/drawing 
prayers. Use art, photo books, videos or slide 
shows. Leave Bibles for people to read. Have 
a feedback book/Post-it Note wall so people 
can read and record their experience. 

•  Taste: Use food as part of prayer activities, 
but be aware of common allergens and make 
information available to those who have 
dietary requirements. 

•  Touch: Use different textures in the space. 
Some people might find it helpful to sculpt 
their prayers; touch sand, stones or water; 
hold a cross or something else in prayer. 
Provide comfortable seating or areas to 
recline and be still. 

•  Sound: Consider using music and Audio 
Bibles. Make audio or video devotional 
resources like 24-7 Podcasts available 
(24-7prayer.com/podcasts) 

•  Smell: Regularly air the space if it’s indoors 
so it’s pleasant to enter. Consider using 
something scented as a focus for prayer.  

If you do create some new prayer activities,  
once you’ve tried and tested (and maybe 
tweaked) them, please share them with us,  
so that we can share them with others!  
(hopespaces@24-7prayer.com) 

If you’re unsure what to put into your space, 
below are five suggestions you could use for 
your Hope Space to get you started. Adapt 
them for your own context or use them as an 
inspiration to create your own prayer activities! 

5

Jesus said, ‘Come to me,  
all you who are weary  
and burdened, and I  
will give you rest.’ 

Matthew chapter 11 verse 28
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1. The Hope wall
Cover a wall in paper and draw the word ‘HOPE’ 
across it in large letters. (If you have a carpenter 
in your community you could make giant, free-
standing letters from wood!) Invite people to 
write what they hope for on a HOPEprayer card 
and stick it, pin it, tape it or leave it at the Hope 
Wall as their prayer to God.

HOPE Together has produced perforated 
HOPEprayer cards for this activity. Each card has 
a section to tear off and write your prayer on, 
and another to take home with a written prayer 
for hope. Order them at: hopetogether.org.uk/
shop and encourage the church to give them out 
to people around your Hope Space inviting them 
to add their contribution to the Hope Wall.

Suggested Text for Instruction Sheet: “We all 
have hopes and dreams, things we would like 
to see happen, things we need. Please write or 
draw a prayer or thought about the things you 
hope for on this prayer card. Then you can tear 
the card in half. Take home one half and leave 
your prayer on the other half at the Hope Wall. 
Members of the Hope Spaces team will join you 
praying that God will respond to your prayer. 
You can pray for your own hopes, hopes for 
those you love or hopes for the world.”

2. Sands of Hope

Put a sand pit in the room and give people the 
opportunity to pray about the things that make 
it hard to have hope by building mountains in 
the sand.

Suggested Text for Instruction Sheet: “What 
drains hope from your life right now? What 
situations, problems in the world, words spoken, 
or difficult relationships are weighing you down? 
Think about them as you build a mountain in the 
sand. In thought, written in the sand or spoken 
aloud, tell God why they feel like a burden 
and ask for his help and peace. When you’re 
finished, demolish your mountain.”

3. My family tree 
Find the biggest tree you can fit into the space 
availabe and place it in the centre of your Hope 
Space. Use luggage tags to fill its branches with 
prayers of hope for family members.

Suggested Text for Instruction Sheet: “Who 
in your family needs hope? Who is struggling 
with ill health, financial challenges, relational 
breakdown or something else? Write the names 
of those family members on a luggage tag, tie 
them to the Family Tree, and ask God to bring 
hope to the difficult situations they face. If it 
helps you could pray this prayer from the Bible 
for them: ‘May the God of hope fill you with all 
joy and peace as you trust in him, so that you 
may overflow with hope by the power of the 
Holy Spirit.’ Romans chapter 15 verse 13.”
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4. My town

Paint a mural or put a large map of your village/
town/city on one wall. Invite people to mark 
their street with paint or colourful pens. 

Suggested Text for Instruction Sheet: “Where 
do you live? What are your hopes for your 
neighbourhood? Use the paints or pens 
provided to draw a picture or word on your 
street, summarising your hope for the area.

“God once promised the community of Israel. ‘I 
know the plans I have for you… plans to prosper 
you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope 
and a future.’ Jeremiah chapter 29 verse 11 Ask 
him to do the same for your community.”

5. Hope for the world
Get a map or/and a globe and some 
newspapers. Encourage people to pray or think 
about the countries they read about in the 
news. Include some information or images on 
any of the key issues of injustice. For example: 
human trafficking, poverty, homelessness, 
drought, ‘sweat-shop’ labour, child soldiers, 
unemployment or disappearing rain-forests... 
the list could go on (and on, unfortunately).

Suggested Text for Instruction Sheet:  
“Look at the world and read the news. Are  
there countries or situations that particularly 
leap out at you? Write your hope/ your prayer 
for the people in that situation.

“All over the world Christians pray for their 
countries with a prayer Jesus taught us, ‘Our 
Father [God]… Your Kingdom come, and your 
will be done on earth as it is in heaven.’  
Matthew chapter 6 verses 9-10.”

Here are some other things to consider as you 
place the prayer activities in your Hope Space:

•  Some prayer activities can be clustered 
together into thematic ‘zones’ 

•  Some prayer activities work well in sequence, 
so you may want to locate these next to  
each other.

•  The prayer activities that invite people to sit 
down and listen to something will be best 
located in corners, or away from potentially 
noisier activities

•  Some prayer activities invite people to reflect 
on things that may be difficult in their lives. 
Make sure that these activities are located in 
‘safe’ areas, where people aren’t going to be 
interrupted or embarrassed.

Try setting up your prayer activities in a church 
context a couple of weeks before the Hope 
Space is due to start, just for practice. This will 
be a good opportunity for your team to see what 
the prayer activities look like, and it will give you 
the opportunity to rearrange them if they don’t 
fit together as well as you’d imagined.

A Take Away
As well as the tear-off half of the HOPEprayer 
card, consider having Bibles, an appropriate 
resource, an invitation to another touch  
point with the church, and an invitation to a  
Christian-basics course like Alpha or Christianity 
Explored available for people as they leave.  
For some, the Hope Space will be another step 
on their journey of exploring faith. What could 
you have available to help them take their next 
step? Suggestions can be found at  
24-7prayer.com/hopespaces

Cost 
The financial cost of running a Hope Space 
varies. Some churches or communities have 
a budget for prayer and mission while others 
don’t. Hope Spaces can be set up for almost 
no cost, borrowing materials from homes and 
church resources – the only materials purchased 
might be pens, paper and similar materials 
for prayer activities. Some have spent a lot on 
their prayer space – buying material, cushions, 
lighting and various aids to prayer. The cost of 
the Hope Space will depend on your plans. You 
could ask each church to donate some money. 

55
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Safety
Hope Spaces registered with 24-7 Prayer and 
HOPE Together are run independently, therefore 
24-7 Prayer and HOPE Together can accept no 
responsibility for any injury or offence that takes 
place within, or as a result of, a Hope Space. 

Does your church / one of the churches you are 
working with have a designated safeguarding 
officer who can oversee your space, and be a 
point of contact for any concerns or disclosures 
a Host might need to feedback? Take time to 
consider what potential risks might be involved 
in your Hope Space and what reasonable 
precautions you could take to ensure the safety 
of those praying. 

Some safety questions to consider about 
location and access:

•  Is it safe for individuals to be alone in the 
room? 

•  How many Hosts should be present at any 
one time?

•  Would you like to suggest a minimum age 
or suggest people pray in pairs if it is open 
during the evening or unsociable hours like 
the nighttime? (Again there is no requirement 
to open your Hope Space through the night) 

•  How will people travel to and from the  
Hope Space? 

•  How safe is it to travel when it’s dark? 

•  How easy is it to gain access to the  
Hope Space? 

•  Is the entrance well lit and can the door be 
locked and secured when needed? 

•  Are there any hazards you can identify and 
how can you minimize them?

•  Will there be any noise disturbance? 

•  Does your community have child protection 
guidelines you need to adhere to? 

•   Do you need to do a Risk Assessment for  
your space?

For further suggestions on things to consider, 
read the safeguarding guidelines for 24-7 
Prayer Rooms: 24-7prayer.com/safeguarding-
guidelines. Though they are not specific to 
Hope Spaces, many of the areas highlighted are 
appropriate.

Comfort breaks
Does the space you’re using have access to 
toilets? If not, are there public facilities near by 
which your Host Team can use?

‘Be still, and know that  
I am God.’ 

Psalm 46:10

5
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How to launch and sustain6 Launching 
How will you mark the beginning of your  
Hope Space? 

The Bible is full of holy fasts, feasts and 
commissioning ceremonies, where people 
gathered to mark significant moments. Gather 
your community and mark the beginning of your 
Hope Space with vision and faith. You might 
want to start and end your week with specially 
organised prayer and worship meetings, 
communal meals, or other celebrations. Also, 
how could each church involved celebrate 
the start of the Hope Space at their relevant 
Sunday gathering? However you gather, remind 
everyone why you’re praying, who you’re 
praying for, and dedicate the time to God 
inviting everyone to get involved. 

What if you can’t stop? 
We’ve found with 24-7 Prayer Rooms that as you 
pray, momentum builds. How do you know if 
you should continue your Hope Space beyond 
the time you planned? 

It’s fine to keep your Hope Space open as long 
as there is life in it, but it’s better to end with 
people wanting more than to keep going until 
they’re exhausted and never want to do it again! 

If you do decide to continue, choose an 
achievable (and short) period to continue, rather 
than committing to an indefinite length of time 
to keep the space open. 
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How to end well
Finishing together is as important as starting well. End with a 
bang! Perhaps you could hold a celebration service as churches 
together in your village/town/city and share a big meal after! 
Maybe you want to end with a community celebration that you 
can invite your village/town/city to as a celebration of hope. 
However you end, make sure that you pray and celebrate. Give 
people the opportunity to share their stories and hear how 
people used the space and responded to the invitation to pray.

Follow up with the team and  
churches involved
Say a big thank you to everyone who has been part of your 
Planning and Host Teams. Why not write thank you cards,  
email everyone, or buy them some chocolates? Ask your Host 
Team to share their experiences, stories and reflections on the  
Hope Space.

Spend time as a Planning Team looking at the Host Team’s 
feedback, and what God has said and done. Prioritise gathering 
feedback in meetings and conversations, along with anything 
from the walls of the Hope Space. God will have spoken in various 
ways, and may have highlighted certain needs or opportunities 
in your community through the prayers prayed. Weigh all this 
carefully, testing it and asking God if and how he might want you 
to respond. You might find that common scriptures, questions, 
prophetic words or themes emerge. Create a report / celebration 
of the week to send to the churches and individuals involved 
sharing the stories and your reflections. 

Please also email a report on your Hope Space to 
hopespaces@24-7prayer.com We can’t wait to hear  
what God will do! 

7
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Where to go  
from here?
What’s next? It may be that your Hope Space has opened other 
opportunities in your community that you need to consider and 
respond to.

Hosting a Hope Space in your community will hopefully be deeply 
impacting in lots of ways. You might see some people come to 
know Jesus after experiencing prayer, and some wanting to find 
out more about the Christian faith. Consider running an Alpha 
or Christianity Explored course, organising follow-up events, or 
offering guests something to take away that could help them take 
the next step on their journey. There are a range of resources 
from HOPE Together available from hopetogether.org.uk/shop 

Bursts of prayer, in whatever form, often result in the church 
longing to pray more. Many catch a hunger to deeply inhale 
the presence of God and then exhale in service, mission and in 
challenging injustice in their neighbourhoods and nations. Be 
ready to respond to the things God has said during the week. 

Don’t stop at just prayer. Could God be calling you to become 
an answer to prayer for others? Notice the topics people 
prayed for in your Hope Space. Has God highlighted people, a 
neighbourhood, or a challenge that he wants the church in your 
community to make a difference with? As your Hope Space ends, 
a new adventure could begin. 

A Hope Space could create momentum for the ongoing prayer 
life of your village/town/city. It can be a foundation to build on, 
or a springboard to leap from, so don’t treat it as an isolated 
project - use it! Harness the enthusiasm to take personal, 
corporate and mission-focused prayer forward. How might the 
prayer rhythms of your churches develop from this experience? 
How might you help your community to continue to pray and 
seek God? Could you try a united 24-7 Prayer Room (24-7prayer.
com/prayerrooms), or run The Prayer Course – a free, eight-week 
course exploring prayer through the lens of the Lord’s Prayer 
(prayercourse.org). 

Ask God what the next steps in prayer and mission could be 
for your community. Take what people enjoyed using in the 
prayer room to make your regular prayer gatherings, and weekly 
meetings, more engaging. Embrace creativity in new settings 
and try using the momentum to introduce new corporate prayer 
rhythms or special events. 
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If you still have questions 
about how to run a Hope 
Space in your area, get in 
touch with the 24-7 Prayer 
and Hope Spaces team 
hopespaces@24-7prayer.com

http://hopetogether.org.uk/shop
http://prayercourse.org

